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199 Through the many issues of my books, you have read about these wonderful people whose

achievements changed our thinking to such a point that it actually made possible the concept of

the S.E.G.

200 Without their input, the realization of the S.E.G. concept could never be.

201 To them, I say thank you for your sacrifice, suffering and abuse from those who should have

been helping you instead. I understand what you must have gone through, for I too have

suffered the same fate.

202 CONCEPT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.

203

Now you have witnessed my argument that extremely great ideas are often lost by those who

claim that they are educated; unfortunately they do not state which end is educated, leaves me

with the impression that it does not refer to their heads.
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All inventions should contain a mathematical

approach whereby one can obtain a mental

impression, if such a concept is to be successful or

least have a chance of being successful.

Here I present the mathematical part of dream one

as the rest of that dream states what is going to

happen while I am alive and how important such a

technology contained within this simple game is

in saving lives and property.

Yes, I am quite aware that you think this is all

crap showing that our education has not change

since man appeared upon this earth. For that is

what your granddad said about electricity,

telephone, cars, aircraft and the atom bomb, they

will not work because you are breaking the laws

of physics.

Yet today if these products suddenly disappeared

you would be completely lost because they have

become part of your life.

Like those before me who created these everyday

products, suffered the same abuse as I do today.
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201 Having assumed that dream one was referring to a generator design, how did I interpret this

impressed image?

202 At the top end of this game was the local steamroller, the only real motorized device actually

known to me in those days. In the dream it is a massive flywheel and roller in relation to my

field of view and it was bearing down towards me.

203 That to my mind represents energy, motion, and the flywheel with the roller was the

infrastructure needed for the design concept that must contain functions of weight and velocity.

204

205 FACTS:

Yes, as the masses over the years from 1956 who have witnessed the problem with a solid roller

trying to operate upon a plate, both of which had been magnetized and it supports clearly what I

claimed, Before those 1946 magnets were stolen, John Thomas of New York was the last

person able to study this effect and has reported it in my books.

206 John in fact took back with him, one of the 1946 test segments of a roller set.

207 That problem is that of a solid roller that tends to twist if allowed to move into a diagonal

position that stops it dead, is that correct John?

208 That result is what the dream is stating that a solid roller would not produce the functions which

are required.

209 But this dream informs you of the solution for this problem.

210

STEP 1.

Design concept for a roller, what problems

are there and if any? are there any solutions

that could rectify such problems?

A problem and the solution are a pair;

therefore always there has to be an answer.

STEP 2.

The solid roller has to be created by

8 exact sections termed segments.

Thus each roller is termed a roller

set.

Here the illustration shows the

segments are solid segments; WHY?
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211 Dream one makes it clear that a solid roller must be constructed from 8 individual segments.

212 Thousands of visitors over the years witnessed this and so did John Thomas.

213 This was achieved in 1946 as seen here.

214 Gunnar Sandburg never believed me with regards to the material ingredients, so he took the

bar out for testing at the Sussex University which proved what I claimed.

215 His findings plus photos and details of the test have been released in my books, which proved

without doubt that my claims were true.

216 Theoretically it is a set of three auto-transformers where the output from the inner one feeds

into the input of the second one which in turn feeds its output into the input of the third one.

217

218 If you think that there is no mockery towards inventors, consider that just today two men

mocked me about this technology, calling it rubbish.

219 Strange that mathematics is an abstract class subject, yet it creates all things we make, including

our objective of a generator.

STEP 3.

This photo was taken by

Tayfun of me holding the

remaining 1946 roller set

that shows clearly its eight

similar segments.

The set that many people

tested including John

Thomas not forgetting

Brain Collins and Gunner

of Sussex University.

STEP 4.

Jason sent this view of the

first plate with a set of 12

rollers, it is the concept of

the research to be done.

Based upon what his father

John has worked on.

Thank you Jason for the

input.
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220 The picture on paragraph 213 shows a roller set that is the result of dream one; I am quite aware

of the experts claims that it is all crap.

221 From my medical studies I can appreciate that many Homo sapiens have a mental condition that

is similar to that of sheep; they follow the one that makes the greatest noise where ever it goes

even though it is also as blind as a brick wall to reality.

222 It is not really their fault, but as adults they have the rights to correct that condition which is

called religion which unfortunate brainwashes us from birth or at least the greatest number of us

are.

223 It is strange that a child named joy, age four and a half years old asked me a simple question,

did I believe in Jesus, and I replied by asking her if she believed in Jesus and she replied not

really.

224 I replied to Joy with the following statement; never allow any one to force you to believe in

anything which you personally are not happy with.

225 Joy asked me if I believed in Jesus and to be honest with you I do not. I have found no proof to

support such claims; in fact what I witness is no different to UFOs, Aliens and Cornfields that

attracts business and money.

226 These experts lack the knowledge and need the public attention to serve their egos by

impressing others that they are experts. It serves them to give the public the excitement that they

need. But they do know that without the masses believing that they are experts, their life has no

meaning.

227 Now lets us look at Albert Einstein who without question was the greatest brain alive during his

first half of his life cycle, loved by the scientific world and the church adored him, but while the

church continue to love him through the rest of his life, the scientific world grew disappointed

with him. WHY?

228 The answer was elementary; he believed that God created the universe, and God would create

all things in order by which you could predict their events.

229 That very fact would be his downfall, right to his end he was trying to prove God existed and

everything could be predicted, but reality says no, and there was no hopes from the start that he

would ever be able to prove his belief.

230 To the scientific world; they could not understand this action of Einstein in not accepting reality

when facts were showing that things were not perfect as he believed and this sadden their hearts

watching him; a brilliant brain going to waste.

231 During January 1947, I stated in my newsletter of the time, that the Law of the Squares makes

clear that there are two prime states in all things, a point which Einstein would not accept.

232 These states which have been made many times in my newsletters and books are:

1 Random = Unpredictable

2 Uniform = Predictable.
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233 So what is it that I have interpreted dream one to mean?

234 Working out square 4 clearly shows that one of the pairs will be greater in magnitude in relation

to the other. Clearly the random state must be greater in magnitude then uniform state; this does

place our universe as a product of the random state. Therefore Einstein never had a chance in

proving his belief.

235 How did I arrive at this conclusion?

236 Dream one suggest that there are six true faces to this universe, resulted from the square four

concept which has a kennel of 2
2
 so I obtain a demonstration model that contains 4 separate

squares as shown here.

237 Results: No matter how you try, you cannot obtain the six faces to be completely of one color.

238 The best which you might obtain is one face only of one color like this success:

239

How do I interpret this in reference to all things within this universe?

It shall contain six different

colors, is what dream one states.

But that is not all; each square

shall have also six faces.

Each face shall have a different

color.

Objective: make each of the six

main faces one whole color each.

Results in each face of 4 squares

are set one color only.

The four squares are all one color, which

ever color you can manage.

The other five faces more likely have two

colors the same with the other two of

different colors.

Dream one states six faces; only one can

have all one color.

Reality: is proven true.
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240 I believe that to every unit of uniform state there are not less than five units of random state to

support it.

241 This example is the heart of the squares of group two and group 3, but not group one which is

constructed with only one square as its DNA control gate.

242 I will now attempt to give an illustration of what dream one suggests, which has been tested to

date:

243 My interpretation of it is that we should use four materials; three of which are of metal concept

while the remaining one should be of a non metal concept. WHY?

244 The big problem here is that people have been brainwashed for nearly two centuries roughly in

to believing that you must use force to obtain any form of energy output – WHY?

245 The claim: you cannot get energy out unless you first put energy in.

246 That is correct; but that is not in question here, the real question here is the failure of our

education system like Einstein’s failure to accept the reality that all around us is much more

energy in the random state than the conventional mass which is currently planned to be used,

that it can be processed into a uniform state to fulfill the needs of the Homo sapiens.

247 If we select our materials for their function, instead of their appearance and select those

functions correctly, then we can attract the type of energy we require by converting it to meet

our needs, thus the input is random but the output shall be uniform; that is the objective.

248 Yes, we could use the wind as our input, a substance we cannot see but can feel and sense.

249 But as far as I can certify, dream one never suggested that wind, rain or sun should be the

source of our energy system.

250 Instead, it suggested weight and speed of rotation of the mass should be the concept to consider.

251 The energy should be contained within a heavy class type mass material, so if this device is

going to start of its own free will it must contain a force to act upon some mass which is free to

move.

252 But to obtain such a force leaves me with only one option – MAGNETISM.
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253 Therefore, I must consider what options I have in the way of materials that are suitable for

testing for such a concept, this is vital before starting out on such a task.

254 What should the functions be for each of the selected materials that arrive to the final solution?

255 First, we need a lot of electrons to be available which is termed a reservoir.

256 Next an insulator to prevent the loss of electrons, but also to control the flow of electrons which

is termed control gate.

257 There is also the need to accelerate them, but this material should be the only layer that needs to

be magnetized.

258 Last is the outer layer that must produce eddy currents when the material experiences the

changing magnetic fields.

259 So what is the objective we are trying to achieve?

260 Here is an illustration which shows our intended aim that we hope to achieve. Of course, you

will say it is “impossible” This is the easiest word that comes to mind when your education fails

you: that has been the persistent fault with the human race since the invention of the wheel and

will continue to be so until the end of time.

261 That does not bother me as I am the one doing it, not you; so you do not have no the knowledge

of what been done and what is being done, therefore you lack knowledge to make comments

about it.

262 That ended up like this:
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263 But we have to go back in time to know when my work leaked out in the media, there were only

12 different shots available by the press of the demonstration they attended and here is a copy

from that 12 shots.

Photo number ME040this being just one of 10 units purchased by Rev. George Nickolson as a

thank you for letting him use a S.E.G. for his health purpose.

264 I was demonstrating the strange effects from a charged ball race to show the effects of my

S.E.G. system. Their report stated it could be the spacecraft power system of the future, strange

when I come to think of it that was also the exact words stated to me by Sir Freddy Latwaite at

the Imperial collage when I visited him there to discuss this S.E.G. concept.

265 But they were not alone on that statement, many scientific persons also agreed when seeing the

magnetic demonstration.

266 Lot of the research and development work was targeted at the flying side because at that time

the market was not ready to receive a different approach to energy supply as some companies

discovered when they tried to install free energy generators.

267 Especially so with a California Company that went nearly broke when the UK power people

made him fit this and that before they would allow him to connect it. I know that this is true.
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268 My hand has been forced to release proof that shows these experts who claim that Searl suffers

from an imagination and he has never had anything then or now. While at the same time, they

are talking to impress fools around them to make them selves feel important.

269 Take another look at this television image taken back in the 60’s, this one is of a BBC

Nationwide on the road series.

Picture reference number 157 in which I am being interviewed, I undertook a count down for a

launch of a Levity Disc; as they requested to see how I undertook such a launch that was filmed

at Swallow Command base in Mortimer.

270 It is important that these evil minded people are made to see what damage they have done to

this planet by blocking the success of this technology from reaching the marketplace. It is their

expert opinion that has less value than that of pig dung.

271 Nothing of worth achieved unless faith of significant effort of energy, blood and sweat. This is a

statement that I have heard a few times; made by those who were making a film interview with

my team and self at Space Station Earth One.

272 There was not just one film crew unit but a steady flow of them from all parts of the world, thus

there are many people who do honestly know that such work was carried out in the UK. This

includes newspapers reporters that actually invested money on leaving to help me.

273 That is certainly is a strange thing to do; would you give a large sum of cash to a stranger you

just got done interviewing if all this was just from his imagination and he had nothing to show?

274 On my first day at medical school the issue was that “lie’s are more acceptable then truth”.
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275 Throughout my life that lesson stands out clear; I hear claims every day that have no value

content in them whatsoever. Even as I type this document, incoming e-mail show those who

pass false statements that in reality blocks this technology from reaching the marketplace.

276 No doubt; in their own ignorance they refer to themselves as being human, but unfortunately

using the term “human” effects my mind as an insult to all those who have suffered and gave so

much so that others may benefit from their efforts.

277 I do appreciate that many have no idea what my intentions are, or what it is that I want to

achieve. Therefore not knowing the facts concerned, one should not pass on information

without having personal knowledge about it and not just to impress those around them.

278 For the benefits of the humans and the so call experts, here is the reality of my intentions.

Picture number 615 taken from the film; by Bradley Lockerman.

279 It is a structure containing functions that is widely used and in common use throughout industry

world.  This concept was derived from a dream and there is nothing unusual about that; just

consider the fact that many great changes to our understanding of this universe have been

derived from them.

280 Just because an entirely different approach in design has been presented by me to you, does not

in any way break any laws of our understanding of physics; it does conform within our present

understanding but it does so from a different approach which could only increase our

understanding of reality.
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281 In theory there are a number of parameters which must be absolute; therefore it is a precision

constructed product which in many ways differs to our present day concept of engineering.

282 The production of the S.E.G. relies on a weight to volume concept that truly differs to our

present day concept of engineering; which entails purely the dimensions of the product to be

manufactured.

283 There is no way on earth to manufacture the S.E.G. in the same way; our present day system.

284 Another major problem is that you cannot always trust the staff. From 1956 to the present time

of those who I trust ended up stealing the property involved; believing that they were now in

procession of all of the know how and just stopped my progress only.

285 This action over the years clearly shows that once ready to go ahead with manufacturing,

human beings are at the bottom of the list for employment for the security of the technology.

286 That was why I had to take a course through a university upon the subject of robotics in

engineering and had in fact a 6 degree angle of movement robot in my home in Tipton to train

on, it was a big room thank heaven; as it would had never fitted in this house and that is a fact.

287 It used the Hector computer for its operation and surprising that it could pick up a tiny object

and spray it perfect which often done by hand leaves unwanted effects.

288 Yes, I guess someone out there knows this course, the robot, its computer system and which

university I speak of; that I speak the truth.

289 It is clear for security reasons that robots are employed wherever possible, and lucky for me that

is everywhere in its production cycle, leaving only the engineer who services the production

lines being the only human beings within the production area.

290 Weights of each ingredient are vital for a result and that is a fact that you like others will not

accept which is one key reason why you do not own such a device.

291 Here is an example what I mean:

It represents the Time frame set at

level one, and the Space Frame

operating at level two.

This is a true presentation of what I

mean that a random set of values

are input and a uniform output of

values but this illustration is just

one of its six faces not the one

needed for S.E.G. development.
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292 If you think this is false information, then you better ask John Thomas or Fernando Morris if

they think its all rubbish; after all they are spending vast sums of hard cash to check if there is

any other way to obtain the same results; but I guess by now they agree that there is only one

way to achieve it and that is to do what I say; that unfortunate people just wouldn’t do.

293 This can also be certified by Martin and Ken who just believed that you could construct the

plate and rollers segments greater in height and magnetised them and grind them down to

weight.

294 Never were there any contracts with Martin and Ken, they are suspended from my organisation

at a broad meeting and were never again accepted as a team unit of S.I.S.R.C.

295 The reason being that they refused to sign an application to join the team, but under their backer

who were already been operating a contract with them for about a year to my understanding

before he came to me to ask me to agree to a contact with him.

296 Therefore, the only contract was with Richard Balding only, and I told him that if he was

prepared to invest large sum of money then I had two men who could produce the project at the

lowest possible cost.

297 He said no and he want to use Martin and Ken to do it; I replied to him that fools and money

are soon parted for as long as they have an hole up their arse, they will never do it, that being

based on facts so far to date; they have failed to do anything right.

298 That is correct Richard; that I never had a contract with Martin and Ken, but with you only,

and it was you who insist that they do the work for you even after I told you what the results

would be; you just would not listen would you?

299 Here is the official recognised team of S.I.S.R.C.:
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300 In that photograph you will not see:

1 Martin Colborne.

2 Ken Gibbs.

3 Richard Huntly.

4 Richard Balding.

Reason being, though I had allowed them to attend late that day against the wishes of the real

team attending that full day meeting; Richard Balding make the personal request as they were

not S.I.S.R.C. official team members. They had only signed up as a club member, working

under a licence agreement they failed to honour each week.

That is why they were refused from being in the team photo, you can recognise John Thomas

from America who stands behind me and to my left side. While on the point of Balding being

present John Thomas can confirm that he himself had a long talk with Balding about wasting

money on Martin and Ken who will never succeed.

Is that correct John?

301 You want the truth and I am making certain that you get it.

302 Who the rest of the team shown here are at this point of writing have no other importance than

to prove that they did attend that full day meeting here in this building in which I am writing

this bible of facts.

303 So there are a few people who do know what has been going on with the research and

development of a concept for a clean engine device.

304 And they knew that this club had no authority whatsoever to own or claim that they own it.

305 The only rights which they had was to try to prove the concept; that is as far as the agreement

allowed; which was under licence.

306 FACT: being under licence means that they have no ownership or title to ownership.

307 In fact, upon the next page I shall release the copy of their last licence that from that date on,

they have absolutely no rights whatsoever to be working upon this technology or claiming to

have rights about it. It is fraud and deception in my mind, the full records of this matter in file

with the company house and the local police, Trade and Standards and DTI fraud

departments. Through my books, you have seen the information that I have sent to these

departments and their replies.

308 It is time for you all to know the truth, the whole truth as it was. It is my honest duty to protect

those from investing in projects that may land them in court as aiding and abetting a criminal

act of thief.

309 The official reply from the fraud department is that at this time it appears that they have stolen

my copyright material, unless some one complains that they are not satisfied with the results of

their investment there is nothing they can do; it is up to me to sue them for breach of copyright,
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S.E.T. GROUP.
92b Sutherland Avenue

Bigger Hill
Kent TN16 3HG.

England.

This licence has been issued to the above named address on the 1st. May 2003.
For a period of one month; from the date of issue.

This licence remains in force unless the terms of membership are broken.
This licence covers only the development of a ring and roller set termed hereinafter as the S.E.G. concept.

And does not give the holders of this licence any other right whatsoever beyond this point.

This concession has been granted by the undersigned.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. President.
Sole owner of the S.E.T. system.
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310 This club hereby named the S.E.G. group was a separate unit to the company of that name

whose registration number is 03673294, which could manufacture condoms, vibrators and

KY jelly, but they can not make S.E.Gs or I.G.Vs as they had no such rights in their licence

agreement that such a company could be involved, that they had signed up as a club not a

company.

311 These are the legal members of that club:

1 2 3 4

1 This is Martin Colborne from my experience he certainly suffers from an obsessive

compulsive disorder that everything he receives belongs to him and that is a fact as

he holds things belonging to me as his. He was named by a witness as one of the

burglars who entered my home here on Monday 25
th

 August 2003 around 0800

hours and helped to remove my personal equipment as recorded in full details in my

book 16 released just after the event.

2 This is Ken Gibbs: from my experience; he also suffers from an obsessive

compulsive disorder, but that might be explained; as he is one of the top heads here

in the UK of the Scientology Origination. The witness identified him as one of the

five involved in the robbery of my property.

3 This is Richard Huntly: from my experience he is more intelligent and more

developed in computer graphics but you must define from my records released

through my books.

As stated: he told me that he was fed up with Martin and Ken and would work full

out with me in creating the Audio and vision section of the company in the effort to

produce documentary films for release to the public.

So you know from my books that everyone who comes is recorded time in and out

and why they came here.

From my records which were released within my books leaves a bad taste in your

mouth that he was using me to obtain information for Martin and Ken, making

believe he was actually working for me to get a film out to raise money so we could

speed up the work ourselves, at the same time delaying progress to our target as long

as possible.

He might not have been involved in the actual robbery but he did support it,

knowing my equipment was in fact made especially for me.
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But one thing is certain base on what he told me when we first meet that Martin and `

he had been long term workmates.

He also told me if any one checked out his CV he would be in trouble and likewise so

would Ken, as they contain lies.

312 The most costly item brought was this computer shown here that took 6 months to build and

operate, containing costly special software for film making well beyond what Richard Huntly

ever expected to see.

Picture number 34, which supported two monitors and feed to the 42” plasma screen.

313 These are the other two burglars which the witness identifies:

5 6
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3 Continue:

He had to know their plan to rob me that point is absolutely clear to me, yet knowing it

was my property he failed to stop them.

Even if he never was involved with them, knowing they had actually stolen the goods

from me did nothing to make them return the said goods back to me.

That makes him as guilty as those who actually committed the crime.

There is only one possible answer to why, he needed to stop my progress dead before

Martin and he lost control, Company House made it clear to me that he was a director.

But they all are directors of a con company that has no rights whatsoever to this

technology.

314 Lets look at number 4 photograph.

1 This is Richard Balding: How did I meet him?

2 Richard Huntly informed me that he ask Richard Balding if he had ever meet me, and

his reply was NO.

3 So Richard Huntly claimed to me that he suggested that it was time that he should

arrange a meeting with me.

4 Richard Balding phone me to request a meeting to discuss a contract that he would

fund, to which I agreed for him to meet me in my home.

5 This meeting took place as you have read in my book at that time.

6 I must agree that he is indeed a very pleasant person to talk to, and no doubt to even

socialise with in the evenings.

7 He stated that he would buy a house of my choice for me which would become mine

once he witnessed a roller running around a plate.

8 Secondly; he would be able to rise all needed funding on completion of that

demonstration.

9 A marvellous offer on face value, but alas I am well experienced in such great offers that

the prime interest is to own it and once they have the knowledge dump the inventor.

10 He handed me his contract, which clearly was of Martin’s determination to steal

this technology by any means.

11 That contract handed to me, showed the points of unaccepted conditions marked up with

my changes to it before I could sign the final agreement.

12 The next page will show that agreement and I shall point out the truth about it.
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315 Here is that very first paper handed to me by Richard E. Balding:

316 As you can clearly see that Balding had to correct some issues which he stated that he would

do, but such a document has never been received by me that is the absolute truth.

317 Why do you think that he failed to correct and return to me the document showing the corrected

terms of acceptance so that I can sign it? All his visits here and why he showed up is recorded

in our official records; he knew that because he had to sign in.

318 There is only one possible reason why he failed to bring the update version to me for signing. It

was simply because Martin could produce that same agreement and transfer my signature to it.

Clearly Balding was not the one undertaking that task, but Martin was. I even told Balding on

that first visit that his paper was the work of Martin. The house offer probably was purely a

carrot to win control and ownership of this technology.

Martin clearly was conning Balding to get him to get this contact sign for him. Balding

promised me he would get those changes made – but they never were changed.

This is to confirm that to this date his agreement has not been honoured I am

still waiting for payment as he did not pay me direct as he should had done,

he paid Martin instead.  Now the value reaching _35,000.00  with taxes to be

paid by him.
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319 Yet a few weeks later, I attended the first board meeting held in London detailed in my books

at the time, in which Balding had two solicitors present.

320 The following was the members who attended:

1 Richard Balding who Martin appointed as Chairman. Who reported what he had

funded and what his next plan would be.

Surely, that action clearly shows that Martin is the owner and gives the orders.

2 Richard Huntly presented what he had done in the ways of graphics upon the

technology.

3 Martin Colborne clearly had set everything up with the two solicitors. He gave details

what funding he needed.

4 Ken Gibbs who would give his report upon the S.E.G. development funding

requirements.

5 Matthias Schabert was appointed as a director.

6 Hermann Riedel.

7 Dieter Burr.

8 These last three named were actually working with Martin, and not with me.

9 Prof. John Searl, who was appointed as President of the new company to be.

10 The purpose of the name changed from D.I.S.C. LTD because I had no choice but

demand them to change it as they had failed to honour their agreement of co-operation

with D.I.S.C. INC.

11 I requested John Thomas to serve notice on them that they are now removed from the

company. This he carried out to the full.

321 To be honest; as I see it this meeting was a frame up to obtain signatures. This board wanted me

to agree to the paper that we all were presented with which failed completely to show the

changes that Balding had requested to change.

322 Here, before a group plus two solicitors Balding set there and read this paper, paragraph by

paragraph in which I objected to those parts that you seen previously is the original document.

323 Yet they all plus the two solicitors ticked off each paragraph as all accepted regardless of my

objections – WHY?

324 I found out later that these solicitors had in fact invested money with Martin on the

understanding that Martin owns it.

325 Clearly, Martin is a conman and a compulsive liar to obtain money with deception or by any

other means.
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326 As you have read from my books more meetings were held and still they had not sign any

agreement with me.

327 Then at the board meeting in London on February 22
nd

 2001 Ken in his report stated that he and

Martin would not co-operate with the German group in which I instructed Matthias to set up the

German unit and that they would not communicate any further with this unit not yet accepted.

328 Martin gave me some lip and I told him that he was suspended until he sign that paper, in

which he laugh at the idea that he was suspended, in which I informed him that he could leave

the room, to which he stated that I could not do that, I informed him that he could get out right

now and I am not joking; these details were not recorded by Richard Huntly in the minutes

because he clearly was supporting the theft.

329 Ken then added his authority that I could not do that, so I informed him that he was also

suspended until he signs that document.

330 I called an end to that meeting and informed all that no more boards meetings will be held until

the papers were sign for acceptance, the German party had sign them without any argument.

331 Even then Richard Huntly was releasing details of group meetings here to get an

agreement sign as minutes to a board meeting which of cause was fraud. I pointed out to

him that there was no board meeting until such time that an agreement was in place.

These details were released in my books of the time as Club meetings.

332 That is precisely what they were and if they filed them as company minutes to company house

that is indeed fraud at the highest level.

333 I have had many phone calls with various members of Company House in relation to this con;

they inform me that they have no power to shut a company down as they only have power to

file registration of companies; that only a court could give them the power to shut them down.

334 As you have witnessed from my books that after a number of trips up here to get an agreement

sign; that Balding got feed up and told Martin straight to do what I said and get the papers

prepared for the next visit.

335 This is what I precisely told him, and you are welcome to hear it:

Before the group of 4 present; I told Martin that you insist that your S.I.S.R.C. has only

the rights to select or make decision as you wish.

Therefore, you cannot use the term S.I.S.R.C in any agreement as you refuse to sign such

a document to become as company members to this technology and therefore S.I.S.R.C.

must be removed; but for Balding sake; I can only accept you 4 people as members of a

club.

336 This was approved by Balding who instructed Martin to get the papers prepared for me to

sign. And that is a FACT.

It shows what a con man they are in reality because they continue to use the company name for

the work, which they had no authority to do, that is fraudulent use of my copyrights material.
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Prof. J. R. R. Searl

5 Guilfoyle

Broadhead Strand

London NW9 5PN

Your ref: DEB8/03673294/CE13

Our ref: PJS/SIS/CO/0-2

                                                                                                                     27
th

 June 2003

RE S.I.S.R.C. Ltd. Reg: no 03673294

Dear Sir.

We thank you for your letter of 25
th

 June.

As the owner and inventor of Searl Effect Technology, I agreed to be director and shareholder of a

company to be called Searl International Space Research Consortium abbreviated to S.I.S.R.C. Ltd.

I have never received share certificate or seen or had a copy of the certificate of incorporation

nor articles of association.

Despite many requests to the company secretary Martin Colborne my requests have been ignored. A

co director Matthias Schubert has never seen or received these documents either.

He was the Investor; He was promised shares also but has to this time never received them. We have

never been invited to a board meeting to discuss the issue of shares and no minutes have ever been sent

to either of us.

It is my belief that this company has never been set up properly and the secretary has failed in his

duties and responsibilities. Further, both Matthias and I have resigned from this company on 22
nd

 of

February 2001, due in part to what has been stated above.

We also believe that there has been improper accounting procedures and what could amount to fraud

relating to investors money. I am concerned that this company is engaged in deception in the raising of

monies using my name and life’s work which they have no authority to do.

I do not recognise SISRC Ltd as a company that I was a director of, only S.I.S.R.C.Ltd as an

abbreviation of Searl International Space Research Consortium.

I believe I have been deceived to obtain my signature.

I have attached a copy of the web site home page of S.I.S.R.C. (www.sisrc.com) which has been set up

by Martin Colborne and does represent what was originally agreed. But no longer has the rights to use

my terms. This will be posted.

Yours Faithfully

Prof. J. R. R. Searl, owner of the technology termed S.E.T.
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a This is a copy of the police statement that I received in reference to this burglary.

b I am releasing these details in the effort to stop backers loosing their money.
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337 I shall break off for a short time from showing why there are no S.E.G. available in your local

shops today, because I received yesterday an e-mail from one of my agents in Australia stating

that a wonderful man e-mailed him to state that he attended one of my lectures and purchased a

book to study the Law of the squares but could not understand them.

338 Well you are not alone for there are hundreds of monks who were in the same state as you for at

least 5,000 years, until they read my run of articles in Space and Time journals, then they

understood these parchments on that same mathematics which were now in a bad state of

health. Therefore we can accept a fact that this class of mathematics were in common use about

5,000 years ago.

339 So, please kindly spare some time to study the square structure shown in this document

previously.

340 I could only just present each line values for a simple reasons on this computer I am not able to

present it in an excel format which I can do on the older machine.

341 What I shall do is to work out a square on another computer, and down load that to an external

hard drive then switch computers and collect that work out and if I am lucky you will see the

square actually worked out in full.

342 Unfortunately, this is not the machine which I have written over 30 books on, in fact this is the

First document attempted on this new machine.

343 Facts about the squares: there are no one or two squares, the first true square is 3 and they pair

up as follows:

(1) = 3 plus 4 as one pair having just 2 shells as a structure. Group 1 plus group 2

(2) = 5 plus 6 as a pair having just 3 shells as a structure. Group 1 plus group 3.

(3) = 7 plus 8 as a pair having just 4 shells as a structure. Group 1 plus group 2

344 You have an odd number in every pair supported by either a group 2 and 3.

345 Half of everything functions in the group one mathematical system, the other half of everything

is group two and the remaining half to the group 3 mathematical systems.

346 If we look at the square as a structure as dream one states it will have six faces but you must

evaluate only one face as you would in throwing a dice which is really what we are dealing with

in reality – a dice – but with a difference that instead of having just one set of values upon it

face this has 16 different values upon its face.

347 But like that dice only one face is correct for the S.E.G concept.

348 The group one spirals to the left, while the other two groups spiral to the right, thus meeting the

requirements of nature – the law of the squares.

I know many people think that this is all rubbish; so is it strange that they have not made it?
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349

29 59 14 64

74 4 49 39

44 34 79 9

19 69 24 54

Square 4 Line value = 166

Space Frame at level 5 not operating.

Time Frame at level 5 and operating.

The sum of this square equals = 664.

It is constructed by 2 shells.

350

10 16 7 17

19 5 14 12

13 11 20 6

8 18 9 15

Square 4 Line value = 50

Sum = 200

Space frame operating at level 6

Time Frame not operating.

351 Working in the space frame mode make it easy to work out.

110 224 53 243

281 15 186 148

167 129 300 34

72 262 91 205

Square 4 Line value = 630

Sum = 2,520

Space Frame is set at level 1, not operating.

Time Frame is set at level 19.

352 Remember the largest value in the line set must be used for the material that has the greatest

number of free electrons available and acts as the collector.

353 The lowest value number of that set is used for the insulator called control gate.

354 The second highest value down is the only layer to be magnetised and is termed the accelerator.

355 The final value being the one above the lowest value is the emitter, which must be a material that

creates eddy currents under the influence of a magnet field.

356 Clearly, it is in principle a form of semiconductor structure.

Fernando did contact me to say that surely

the lowest value would be 4, yes he is correct

but I find people learning get confused

between the space and time frame

operational modes.  If the time frame is

going to be used with a space frame set at

same level, then the time level is better to be

used for study work. This is the corrected

issue

What do you make of this sample?

First defined which domain is doing the

operation.

What do you make of this front?

Which mode is operating?
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357 If you have your maths correct, then you will be producing products like this:

All things are possible, but first you have to get your sums right.
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358 Just the plate one which is the inner plate made by companies with the equipment in place will

cost around _3,000.00 to _4,000.00. That is one reason why you must get your sums right or

you will soon be short of _1,000,000.00 and a load of scrap to show for it – that is correct

Martin and Ken as you are both good at generating scrap and useless in generating power.

359 The middle; or number two plates as we call it will cost around _7,000.00 to _8,000.00.

360 The outer plate; we call plate three will cost between _13,000.00 to _14,000.00.

361 Roller segments should be ordered by the hundred at a time to get the best return price, as a

few will be costly.

362 I must warn you that the quote above is the price with mould already available, otherwise, you

will have to order four or more of each ring size for them to be able to cast the mould.

363 Now if you think it would be cheaper to make them yourself, would be absolutely true

providing you have the press, heating equipment, moulds in place already than you buy a ton of

each type of metals for cheapness; or pay _29.00 plus 17.50% tax for just 5 grams of Nd, and

you would need a kilo just to start.

364 WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS?

1 Tools 2 Equipment

3 Materials

365 The most critical problem that exists and I am certain that John Thomas will confirm this is

true, I have no doubt on that issue is that the density of the materials is vital to be correct.

366 The S.E.G. is a product of very high precision, for it is like producing superconductive material;

if the temperature change by a degree, superconductivity is lost.

367 If it is 0.1% over or under the required weight, then the effect is lost.

368 At this moment in time, I am waiting for equipment to come in and have it has been 2 weeks.

The video microscope I required is known but the problem is that each time I order it, only

American places come up for delivery, and no address of the company is given; so I cannot

write then to place an order, this is not an excuse to cover up failure to produce evidenced in

this book for that is my entire reason in wasting time to write this document.

369 You can ask Fernando Morris if this is true; he too has been checking websites for one.

370 The model most suited for the range of tests needed is the Labomed Digi 3, at this moment cost

only $3,499.00 plus tax and shipping.

371 Their website is www.microscopestore.com and you can check it yourself, this is to replace the

one that has gone that you see me using in checking my 1946 segment.

Since this report was written a microscope has been obtained – not the one quoted here, by

Morris with my sincere thanks for his help.
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372

This binocular head microscope had attached 35mm still camera attached to it, supplied by

Tayfun Kocat to help check materials magnetised material.
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373

These last 3 pictures were taken from a VHS video tape that Tayfun took over 8 years ago of

my 1946 research and development program.

This set was also examined by John Thomas of Rochester, NY, USA and Sir Wayne from

Australia and about 50 of these pages listing all those others who also inspected and watch how

they function.

It was also reported by Gunnar Sandburg; who was then employed in the electrical research

centre of Sussex University; who released a number of reports upon these devices.

Is this corrects John, you can feel free to give your honest opinion and can you state that you

know that others certainly have also witnessed this effect.

Also that you can confirm that I did have these magnets plus others which I had been

experimenting with.

374 I have no idea what John Thomas reply will be to this question, so you need to search for

www, searleffect.com to see his replies.

375 Since the robbery of these magnets and not forgetting all the modern equipment that was stolen

from here by those which have been named herein, it will take time before I have recovered to

the stage of Monday August 25
th

, 2003.

376 Tayfun could also back up these statements, as he also knew what those named were doing.
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380

Another one from the 12 photos taken of my first press meeting in reference to the S.E.G.

which then was termed Gyro-Flywheel-High Energy Density mechanical magnetic device.

This was many years before Peter, Luis, Martin, Ken and Richard Huntly had heard of me;

as I demonstrated the strange effects of a ball race which has been correctly manufactured and

charged up whose effects has never been defined that is a mirror image of the Searl Effect

Generator.

381 In carrying out a review upon the concept of the S.E.G. means that we have to examine

everything that been done, is being done, what must be done and the problems that has delayed

its arrival on the marketplace; it should had been in 1978, and again another opportunity was

2003.

382 That is why you are seeing pictures of events recorded by the media who interviewed me from

across the globe, unfortunate this document deals only with the S.E.G. even though the flight

side was the greatest and always will be the greatest interest and holds the greatest advantage to

our needs of quick transportation.

383 I am quite aware that there are those who call themselves experts are stating that I had nothing

and still got nothing – we shall see form their own mouth what expert bull shit they really are.
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384 I shall return to page 165 to continue from the section 3:

Then Richard arrived, date and time I cannot quote at this time, as the register has been

crated up with mass of other data ready to move as soon as a new suitable site becomes

available.

Just before midday Peter phones me to say that Ken was there; we would be holding a

meeting in his house, which under the contract was my house. So Richard and I went

over to the house where Peter set on the outer side of the table with his dossier open

saying he was in charge. (What a nut case)?

Ken was sitting opposite side to Peter, Richard seated himself at one end and I placed

my rear on the chair at the other end being that this furniture was mine.

Peter went on about he had been put in charge and that he had a lot of information about

Martin that once the new company set up was done; at the first board meeting Martin

would be sacked. (Some one is dreaming and its not me)

In the end I stood up and informed both Richard and Ken that they were nothing to do

with this technology, they were club members only, and I removed myself from that

house.

Short time later Richard arrived, and did something on the computer, then Ken arrived

to ask Richard for the new business plan in which Richard told him that it was in his

case. Whereby Ken obtained them and said that it was perfect get these out, in which I

informed Ken that paper had no value not even as toilet paper.

I need not state anymore, that simple act says it all at to why Richard was delaying this

CD documentary, it was because he was acting as a spy for Ken and Martin and using

me to achieve their end without any payment.

This places Richard Huntly in my eyes as a very evil person that cannot be trusted as

he has no moral standards as such.

4 Let me take a good look at picture number four:

This is Richard Balding: the money man who Martin and Ken had been using for

about a year or more before Richard meet me face to face – HOW COME?

That meeting took place in this house, just the two of us. His purpose in reality was

to get a contract signed with me which Martin and Ken could not get.

That original contract has already been shown on page 168, statement 316 that clearly

shows what I refused to accept which were marked to include those amendments.

He asked me if I would sign it to save time, which I did. Alas, time passed and no new

paper never every arrived.

The question which I put to you are: did this man deliberately obtain my signature

by fraud and deception for and on behalf of Martin and Ken?
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Not only that, but under this agreement a _1,000 per month would be paid for a licence

fee; as both Martin and Ken were not suitable persons to undertake this development,

nor were they accepted as officials of S.I.S.R.C. under this contract; they were just club

members as was Richard Balding.

Then another _1,500.00 per month consultant fee and that is just child’s pocket money.

Today, I can confirm that Richard Balding failed to honour his side of the contract as

he owes me over _350,000.00.

The company car never existed, nor was a value for such a car ever paid me.

The house, well that clearly was the joker in the pack, you see Martin said to me that

once the demonstrator was functioning Balding can sell the house, and make a profit.

Upon those words that house at 12 Firefly was a carrot to get me to move faster with the

work.

As my books show photos of the progress at my expense both in time, cost and

suffering.

Richard Huntly often told me he ask Richard Balding to use a whip on them to make

them do what I asked them to do, instead of doing what they found on the internet as a

quicker and cheaper way of doing it. Richard Balding is far too soft and I agree that he

is a weak man when it is comes to getting workers to perform to the requirements.

Martin and Ken was the responsibility of Richard Balding as he had the only contract

with them, I had no contract with them as such.

My duty was related to the licence terms.

385 Here are some more facts:

Martin claimed that the Financial Times quote that “Balding was worth _40,000,000.00 in

cash”. Therefore he had enough funding for both the S.E.G. and I.G.V. to Martin’s insane way

of thinking.

At the first broad meeting held at 18 Bedford Place, London WC1R 4EQ on the 22
nd

February 2001, where Martin made Richard chairman; clearly due to the tall figures flashing

up before his eyes

At this meeting Richard Balding handed me a document clearly intended as a form of

reference upon him self.

In my book 16, the full details relating to this; right up to the robbery was covered, but here I

like to point out a paragraph which to my mind is an unusual statement being made.

I feel certain you will agree with me that was an extremely strange statement to put in writing to

Balding and his staff. I certainly agree with that statement based upon my experience with him.
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This is the front cover of that book 16, which covers this robbery: this equipment plus a mass of

equipment from the bedroom were stolen by Peter and his gang of merry criminals.
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LOCATION ; International Headquarters, London, UK.

DATE : 25
TH

 August 2003.

DOCUMENT: Doc-SISRC-BRBC-1

SUBJECT : Burglary.

AUTHOR :

Prof. J. R. R. Searl; President; Lecturer

Author: Consultant: Controller.

1 This section of my report upon this robbery that took place at my home while I was in 

hospital.

2 Besides the Colindale Police knew about this plan robbery two months before it took place, 

and did nothing to prevent it – they are as guilty as those who actually committed that crime.

3 Also this man Richard Balding is equal as guilty as those who 

committed it.

4 I can confirm that he knew what was being planned yet did absolutely nothing to stop it.
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5 From the evidence he supported their action knowing that the equipment being planned to be

taken was in FACT the property of Prof. Searl, paid from his own pocket which includes some

of his weekly pension money.

6 From that first time I met him at David Jones office in Holborn, London on the 31
st
 October

2000 in which Natasha Roumiant  accompany me to discuss a contract for continuing the 

development of the ring and roller set concept.

7 I made it clear that no one can own it because it is just a concept for research and development

and therefore the inventor is the owner of the property rights until some one buys it.

8 Martin Colborne, Ken Gibbs and Richard Huntly were also present, so they all knew that 

they had no rights to this technology; David Jones was the acting solicitor for Balding, so he 

also knew the position.

9 Now if those named state that they own it then they are liars; I even go further to state that to 

my mind they are con men who had already planned between them to own this technology 

for their own greed.

10 It was at the board meeting that was held at 18 Bedford Place, London WC1R 4EQ on 

Thursday 22
nd

 February 2001 which was the office of David Jones that Balding handed me a

22 double sided pages  headed PROSPECTUS quite naturally to impress me of his status in 

the business world.

11 I place into question Richard Baldings mental state, as to what these statements state fail to 

be supported by the actual evidence of my eyes and records.

12 That document relates to Royal London Growth & Income Trust plc.

13 Here are their claims:

Issue of up to 100 million Geared Units: comprising 200 million Geared Ordinary shares

and £100 million in nominal amount of CULS in connection with an offer to holders of Loan

Notes of RLM Finance plc and a placing of Geared Units.

14 It is claimed that HSBC Investment Bank plc sponsored them.

15 This document appears to have been issued on the 19
th

 October 2000.

16 FACTS as claimed in this document.

Richard Balding, age 53, was group chief executive at the United Friendly Group plc from 

1986 to 1996 and vice-chairman from 1996 to 1998.

He is currently a director of a number of private companies.

17 Based upon those statements you expected that Balding must be trustworthy – yet in this case,

he fails absolutely in being trustworthy but leaves the door wide open that he is a criminal.

I am afraid that my mind sees all those figures quoted above are no less then paper

dreams and not reality.
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18 By the term criminal, I mean he suffers from an obsessive-compulsive disorder but not in a way

that he is not aware of his action, or otherwise he would not be connected as a director in such

companies as claimed by him.

19 But that he is completely aware of his intended and actual actions, that to my mind makes 

him a criminal.

20 Being a director of these companies presents no golden goose to lay them golden eggs.

21 But the S.E.G. and all its possible products is quite a different kettle of fish.

22 It is a golden goose that will lay millions of golden eggs possible every day once it hit the 

market.

23 That is why they all were planning to steal this technology by any means possible and at 

whatever cost was involved.

24 No matter what fraud they committed in achieving this and they sure did commit fraud to get

their solicitor Knights to approve their action even when I told the solicitor that they did not

own this equipment.

25 Thus Knights Solicitors are evil bastards and should cease their practice immediately as they 

are no better then those who actually carried out that robbery, which makes them technically 

criminals.

26 For them to state that they were only doing their duty is ballocks, they should be hanged with

the others in a public square; for none of them are worthy to have the rights to live.

27 I never was on socialising terms with Balding he lived too far away for that, but my 

adoration for him as a human being has been permanently ended, as I can no longer accept 

him as being an honest person but an absolute risk to any inventor whose invention appears 

like a golden egg to his eyes.

28 I end with what that document claims in reference to Richard Balding.

29 Three people are named, James Williams, Richard Balding and Tom Booth which is a name 

that I appear to know over past years.

30 Beneficial number of Geared Ordinary Shares = 12,000,000 to Williams mere 15,000 and 

Booth’s 1,315,719. So Balding looks good to money mad people like Martin and Ken.

31 Units of CULS = 27,249,000 to Williams none and Booth only 658,009 again makes 

Balding like good to money mad people like Martin and Ken.

32 Non-Beneficial Number of Geared Ordinary Shares = 434,616 to Williams none and Booth

1,886,800 here we see Booth holding the highest states.

33 Units of CULS = 869,234 to Williams none and Booth = 943,400 again we see Booth holding 

more shares. But overall Balding hold the maximum total. But he is not the boss.

There is a statement made there which I consider as being false, it does not ring true.
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34 Let me present the claims on Richard Balding quoted in that document.

35 Current Directorships.

FinanCity Limited : Non-executive.

Formula Yacht Spars Ltd : Chairman.

United Friendly Group Pension Scheme ; Corporate trustee.

Past Directorship.

United Assurance Group plc : Vice Chairman

United Friendly Group plc : Chief Executive.

36 Approximate percentage of Geared Ordinary Share capital immediately following the issue 

this is assuming that 120.8 million Geared Ordinary Shares are subscribed for under the loan 

note offer.

37 All this must had blown Martin and Ken’s brains in to believing that Balding was a very rich 

man.

38 To my mind shares are abstract property and have no real value until they produce some profit

for the owner.

39 There is a great difference between the world of fantasy of 12,000,000 shares and that of the 

world of reality of £12,000,000 hard cash.

40 Let me take another look at Richard Balding as a shareholder has an approximate number of 

Geared Ordinary Shares to be issued. = 26.2 million. WOW!

41 Yes, I have no doubt to Martin, Ken and Huntly that sounds fanatic, unfortunately something 

in that statement sounds odd, if it should represent the absolute truth.

42 That word approximate to my mind means not absolute, in other words a lie – to my mind 

any legal document must be precise – that is why no legal document was completed with 

Martin and his group, any papers laying claim different were fraud created by Martin

because he obtained my signature by false statements that he would make changes to the 

document as instructed.

43 Same in the case of their website I told Huntly personally to remove that statement zero point

energy in reference to the S.E.G., as shown within this report they never did, which I have to

accept that they had in theory stolen this technology as theirs and all they need to do was to put

my signature to everything even though I had rejected such papers.

44 Now let me present another statement made in that document.

(b) Under the Controlling Shareholder Undertaking summarised in paragraph 8.1.6

below, Richard Balding has irrevocable undertaken to the company that, for as

long as he holds 30 per cent, or more of the equity share capital of the company. He

will not take any action which would be detrimental to the general body of

shareholders (that sound interesting dictatorship – is that technical blackmail?).
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45 The company or which would otherwise render the company unsuitable for listing under rule

3.13 of the listing rules of the UK Listing Authority.

(c) With the exception of Richard Balding, the company is not aware of any persons 

who directly or indirectly, jointly or severally, exercises or could exercise control 

over the Company.

46 Does that statement infer that Richard Balding does have some control on the company?

(c) The company is satisfied that it is capable of carrying on its business independently 

of Richard Balding (including any of his associates) and that all transactions and 

relationships between the company and those persons are, and will be, at arm’s 

length and conducted on a normal commercial basis.

47 Now, I have to admit that alarm bells are sure ringing loud and clear that not all is well with 

this company in reference to Balding and company – if I am not mistaken of that statement.

48 Why is it that this precise statement made in this printed report?

What has Balding been doing that caused the company to make that statement clear to their

members?

49 Richard Balding is the holder of £39,249,000 nominal of the Loan Notes, representing 

approximately 21.65 per cent of the Loan Notes in issue.

50 Richard Balding intends to elect to receive Geared Units under the Loan Note offer and, 

depending on the overall level of acceptances under the Loan Note offer, Richard Balding 

may hold between 21.65 per cent and over 50 per cent of the voting rights of the company.

51 To my mind that seems to contradict paragraph 46 unless I am mistaken, surely over 50% 

voting power makes him full control of that company in what it does as a business.

52 Surely, that 51% or more means that no one can over rule your wishes.

53 Another statement made in that report:

In addition, the company has authorisation to purchase its own Geared Ordinary Shares in 

the market for cancellation.

54 So, what is that company actually stating here?

55 If the company purchased any of these shares, that would increase the percentage of Richard

Balding’s holdings.

56 To my mind, bank notes are like shares, which is just a bit of paper that promises to pay the

holder that said value on demand.

57 If a bank goes bust then you can use them at another bank where with shares; then it cannot be

used with another company should that company go bust.

58 Assuming that the company in the market purchases 14.99 per cent of the Geared Ordinary

Shares during the period described above; Richard Balding’s percentage holding could be

increased.
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60 What you cannot see is the large flight case of studio lighting equipment for the filming

planned, that was behind me was also stolen by Peter Searl and company.

61 The 42” plasma screen is behind me is blacked out was also stolen by them.

62 At the front end of the room was large trunk on wheels containing complete Digital audio 

equipment and the two boxes contained radio microphones; this was to be sure that at future 

lectures I could present it at a very high level of quality, but that was also stolen by these evil 

bastards.

63 Also at this top end was the special large flight box containing the Sony DCR-VX2000E

Digital video camera recorder, Video VHS and MiniDV tapes that had been recorded on and

were ready to be used in the planned first DVD film that I had intended to release.

64 This case also contains two very costly lenses one telephoto the other wide angle.

65 It also contains the charger large and a small one including small battery and a large battery.

66 It also contained the camera video light.

67 Plus the master copy of my wedding that also contain the video of my wedding taken by 

members of the family that attended my wedding.

68 Clearly, their intention was to stop me getting backers by stealing the goods that was about to

help me to find backers. They believed that it would give them an open field to own the

technology without the no authority to continue with this work. They have no license and they

owe me £350,000.00 in license fees and consultancy fees unpaid.

69 They do not have the knowledge or capability to produce an S.E.G. So they stole the goods 

to pay off Martin’s bills that he created by stealing from the investment fund.

70 They went into my bedroom and stole the D60 digital camera plus the EOS IV camera, these

I had to wait for 4 weeks for them to arrive here in the U.K. as they were a new range of

products from Canon.

71 Not only that they stole all the flash cards containing all the latest pictures to be used in my

future books that I would be writing , but also would have been used in films on DVDs of the

future.

72 They also stole two expensive lenses used for normal film or flash card cameras.

73 They stole the charger and batteries for these cameras plus two flash guns and transmitter.

74 They also stole an expensive amplifier that contains also the radio unit.

75 They stole the CanoScan FS 4000US and the JVC video to MiniDV converter plus Sony

walkman MiniDV editing unit.

76 This is just the start of the stolen goods list.
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77 Police refused to examine invoices presented to them by Finbarr and his wife at Peters house 

here I shall present the full details on one item that is listed in this report.

FACT: Here is the receipt for that equipment that Peter and group stole from my home.

This is just one receipt of many that the Police did not want to know about.

78 On the 6
th

 February 2002; Peter Searl and myself attended the Video Forum 2002 at 

Wembley to assist me to carry materials back home as he is 100 times fitter then I am.

79 Later Richard Huntly joined us his task was to check with me that the big computer that had 

been special constructed for me to undertake making films was containing the suitable 

software that was being used by the experts.

80 Richard was greatly please to see that the experts were actually using the software and tools 

that I had purchased; we both collected quite amount of useful data to help us plan the film 

side of this work.

81 During this investigation we came upon the company named Photon Beard Ltd.
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91 I had about 20 minute talk with their representative as I was impressed with their studio 

lighting equipment and told them that I would order an A403 set from them.

92 On the 10
th

 February 2002 the order was confirmed and received a few days later and this is 

the view of that product.

93 The inserted visa payment is clearly from my own personal money; the bank statement not 

shown here confirms that it was paid for from my personal account which my pension 

money is paid into.

94 I am S.I.S.R.C. which is my copy write term for myself and all those involved in this 

technology work are under a license from me, whether they call themselves S.I.S.R.C. or not 

have no ownership to this technology. Even if they imagine they have is only bullshit.

95 Over time it became clear that photos taken in this room due to its long length in relation to 

its narrow width show photos to be too dark as flash fails to meet this need, some real 

lighting was clearly needed.

96 Clearly my pension money was being used to obtain this equipment, by going without what you

claim as your human rights and eating out of date food that had blue eyes, and grey coats, I was

able to save cash to buy goods; that Richard Balding was not prepared to supply – AMEN!

97 It is correct to state that they even stole the bread and butter from my mouth, since they stole

my pension payments while they were enjoying holidays, good meals and sex. I was living like

a down and out on the street just to be able to honour my side of the contract with Richard

Balding, which he failed to do.

98 How is it possible to call these criminals, human beings – because they are not – are they 

evil?

99 It is vital that every thing relating to this technology is recorded in absolute details, including

what it cost to be able to do just that.

Cat No: A403 HCK.

3 x 800W Photon Beam

heads complete with safety

wire guards.

Accessory Holders plus 4

leaf barn doors and lamps.

Plus 3 tripod stands.

A hard case
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100 On February 10
th

 2004; I travel alone as Finbarr was away to the Video Forum 2004 held at 

Wembley.

101 Again I found the same representative for Photon Beard Ltd and told him what Peter had

done; he was shock that a brother did such an evil thing to a brother that had gone out his way

to help them when Peter had made himself homeless.

102 I told him that I must buy another one of those kits, the price was much higher then in 2002, 

I showed him that invoice and he agreed to drop the delivery charge so as to reduce the cost. 

I paid on the spot and they promised to deliver next day as I could not in my health carry it 

back with me.

103 FACT: Here is the invoice plus the visa payment which again is my personal account and I

have also the bank statement of payment from my personal account that my pension money

goes in to that is not shown here.

104 As you can witness the replacement of that stolen item cost more; but bear in mine that I have

only one set but two sets were paid for and the tax. THAT IS A FACT!
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105

106 As I have stated that Richard Balding made it clear that he believes Peter before me – how 

strange that what this man claims to be; seem untrue in reality in the real world he is an idiot

without question – a business man – No – a con man –YES.

107 I sure second that statement upon Richard Balding prospectus that they will only deal with 

him and his staff at arms length – I will even better that I would not deal with him at any 

length.

108 As a friend I was prepared to accept him – now I don’t want to know him; once anyone

commits any form of crime against me; I will have no more to do with them and they can kiss

my arse as much as they like, they will not ever again get my friendship.

109 The police have also lost a friend who has over the years passed information to them for 

Scotland Yard to investigate on criminals operating from overseas into this country.

This is the map details

how to get to Photon

Beard Ltd.

Just to prove that they do

exist and that they are in

the world of reality and

not just some fantasy of

my mind which the police

appear to think is the case.

Clearly the police believe

what Peter state – strange

how the first lesson at

medical school where the

lecturer stated that people

believe lies before the

truth – how correct he was

in that statement.

As you have read though

various books of mine how

I have meet so many

people who believed liars

before they would believe

me that is the reason why I

am releasing every bit of

the facts relating to this

matter so you can see, just

like the flat earth people

they will not believe the

truth.
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386 Paragraph 385 has been rather long, as I included document SISRC-BRBC-1 as this shows why

there are no S.E.G. on the market, and why orders to firms for products to build the two metre

model of Explorer I.G.V. for demonstration purpose following this robbery

387 All these papers, plus others from book 16 was handed in by me personally to the counter of

Colindale Police Station, also to Company House, plus DTI Fraud section and Barnet Trade

and Standards division.

388 They have also have been sent to all top national papers and local ones in the UK not forgetting

Watchdog BBC TV.

389 I am determined that the truth shall be known as to why all humans living from Monday 25
th

August 2003 to this date have been refused their human right of having clean cheap energy and

transport system.

390 It is time to put all that crap about Governments stopping such research and developments

reaching the market place, they do not, in fact letters personally sign by President Kennedy and

President Clinton and most of our UK Prime ministers wish me luck, they would above all

like to see this technology come on the market.

391 Unfortunately, due to brainwashing they do not want to be seen supporting unorthodox science

that will upset the big boys.

392 The Prime Minister of Canada in 1971 who invited me to dinner with his cabinet, stated that he

did see the TV program and agreed that is what Canada needs, unfortunate he cannot help me

with funding as the energy people only have the power to fund such development.

393 He continued that they have invested large sums of cash in damning rivers to produce electrical

energy; they would not like this technology to move into Canada.

394 You can go and see them, but I feel that you would be unlucky, and I replied that I had already

been to the head man; who to my mind was extremely ignorant, arrogant and being the boss of

Canada’s power industry had become a God unto him self.

395 Well, all the facts about that Canadian tour recorded within my books of that time.

396 In fact, I nearly never got into Canada; customs block me for about 40 minutes because they

thought the S.E.G. demonstrator and test equipment was intended to sell in Canada. In the

end, I told them you can send me back then I shall return unknown to you in a few days time.

397 The question is would you be wiser to know that I am in Canada then not to know for I have

other means to enter. They quickly appreciated that it was indeed wiser to know that I was

actually in Canada then not to know; in the end, they let me through.

398 The S.E.G. demonstrator witnessed in Canada and Washington via Canadian TV broadcast.

399 As I have documented every thing about that Canadian tour, I will drop that out at this point of

reference.
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400 I have given a small introduction so far to Martin, Ken, Richard Huntly and Richard Balding as

they were involved in stealing this technology and that is why there is no S.E.G. available, and then

there was this chap known as Luis Jarrio who is similar to that of this man shown here:

Mohammed Saeed al-Sahaf. Mohammed Saeed al-Sahaf the Great.

Both of these are similar in mental functions they both live in a world of fantasy, But Luis as you

knew him before I re-christen him to match his character, can switch sides faster than lightning.

401 Luis the man who spent 2 years trying to find me, and when he did he begged me to return to this

development and not only that he invested £2,000.00 of his savings to get me started.

402 He also travelled with me to investigate my place of birth and my early life and in the process I

took him to Space Port Earth One to see if Demo one was still there.

403 FACT: He talked to the person living there without any interference from me about the Demo one,

thus he knew exactly where it was constructed and all the fun of the media that came and film the

work being done.

404 He was also told that everyone around knew about it as they came to see this craft after I had left.

405 Then came the strange statement to Luis: if you see John give him my best regards, then I spoke

for the first time, telling this lady that I was indeed that John, and in an exciting voice she said I

never recognised you, the last time I saw you, was when you were flying an aircraft.

406 At both my day lectures at the Middlesex University and the girls High school at Mill Hill Luis

read out his report on that visit and stated that he wish he had been there to see it as she was so

excited about this construction.

407 Now I wonder if Bradley Lockerman can remember that speech of Luis, or even if John Thomas

can as he attended the Mill Hill day lecture, and himself gave his message to those who attended.

408 Bradley Lockerman at the Middlesex University also gave a speech about me and the technology

which I am extremely grateful for, and will admit that he is a great man to socialise with.
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409 I even took Luis and his sister to Tenerife (Canary Island) for a couple of week’s free holiday

while I worked every day around 16 hours per day.

410 I had car insurances and a set of car keys which unbelievable operated an invisible car that is

correct Luis, it never cost me a penny for fuel that was indeed free energy.

411 This free holiday for Luis and sister was to be witness to any deal that took place between

David Stirling and my self.

412 I was shown the house where I would live if a deal was successful, but the purpose of me going

there was for us to see this workshop and the team of craftsman; alas this we did not witness.

413 Then came time to depart for home, Luis and sister was sent ahead while David talk with me to

sign a contract; which has been released in my book released at that time.

414 Luis got concerned that I might had been kidnapped as departure time was racing forward, I my

self was getting concern likewise as time was running out fast, but in the end I manage to excuse

my self and just caught the flight home.

415 I wonder if Luis brain is capable of remembering things of reality for any period of that time, but

I can confirm from experience that he can remember for long periods; all things from the world

of fantasy

416 I will give you a break for a few minutes and remind you that this technology arrives from a

simple game. Near on most children have played such a game, there are variations of it, but only

of these options is the real one.

417 It must only have eight squares, in the following format. Bottom vertical has three squares herein

numbered from bottom square one, squares two and square three.

Then a pair of squares sits on top of those three squares. left side is class as square 4, and its

partner square five.

On top of that pair is a single square referred to a square six.

The two remaining squares sits on top of square six, the one to the left is referred to as square

seven while the remaining one to its right is referred to as square eight.

Now you should understand what I am talking about when I describe the game to the law of the

squares.

418 The Law of the squares are no different to that of algebra, any abstract calculus; there are just

abstract values that in themselves appear to have no direct or even indirect value. A set of

numbers which represent absolute nothing to the on lookers.

 .

Yet everything made by man is given birth by such abstract numbers that has been achieved

through arbitrary throughout time amongst the expert of our time.
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419 FACT: Here is proof that I am still meeting firms to discuss my needs for this work once I have

moved into a suitable home.

420 Yes, yesterday Wednesday 1
st
 March 2006 their sales team did have a long talk on the phone

with me, to discuss what my requirements will be for this project. Glad to be a part of it.
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421 I shall take a break from the truth that I do meet people; in fact not one and two but hundreds

often in a day, so that knocks those idiots out of the door.

422 Let me present the concept of magnetising, that is the hardest task of all, and strange that so

many people over the years had the insane idea that would be the easiest task to undertake.

423 But thank heaven it is not easy, it calls for great patience, time and money to get it right, but

getting it right is the reward of success, a gratifying feeling which only a small percentage of

the Homo sapiens have ever experienced since the beginning of time.

424 This action of magnetising just one layer only means less energy is required to achieve success,

then to attempt to magnetise the whole plate or segments.

425 Another point one should consider is whether to use a number of coils or just one coil.

426

This is an illustration on how a segment is created for a roller set. It is termed a roller set

because although it appears to be a solid roller length, in reality it is not; as it is constructed

from eight similar sections termed segments.

427 Each segment has a function individually, thus though they are all locked together as if it is just

one roller; they still operate as if they were eight separate rollers in line.

428 Now a plate function is to offer a surface upon which these roller sets can operate freely. It is

constructed in a similar manner as a segment, but with a difference, it is a single structure;

therefore it only has two lines of magnetic flux.
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419 Remember that each of the eight segments forming the roller set is treated as individual

magnetic devices.

420 That is each of the 66 roller sets containing a total of 528 segments for the construction of

S.E.G. for Earth bound operation are manufactured exactly the same in materials, weights and

dimensions.

421 These three plates which support these 66 roller sets are manufactured in the same materials as

the roller sets, but their height must be plus >5mm to allow free rotation of the roller sets.

422

This illustration represents what the sine wave that is required upon the outer operational

surface of a segment after magnetising function is complete.

423 But the magnetic function is complex which I have no doubt that both Thomas and Morris

would acknowledge is a fact, and so would those who are no longer have any authority to

continue work upon this technology namely Martin, Ken, Matthias and company.

424 This complication is due to the required waveform that must be magnetically generated upon

the material being magnetised – the problem here which I am well experience with; is that you

experts state that this cannot be done – bullshit – it can be – because it was done amen!

425 You state why can’t you repeat it today?

426 A child of 5 years could answer that question it does not require advance mathematics.




